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Abstract. In this paper we describe E - TUTOR, a platform for animated tutoring agents that takes as input spoken or written utterances and outputs its answers in text and speech forms. The agent is animated within a game environment and its answers are synchronized with its mouth/lips movements. A Natural
Language Understanding module implements several Natural Language Processing and Machine Learning techniques. The E - TUTOR is currently being tested in
Monserrate, answering questions about the palace.
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Introduction

In this paper we describe E - TUTOR, a platform for animated tutoring agents that is
being developed in the FalaComigo project. E - TUTOR takes as input spoken or written
utterances and outputs its answers in text and speech forms. The agent is animated
and has its mouth/lips synchronized with answers. A Natural Language Understanding
(NLU) module implements several measures to choose the closest known utterance
from the given input; the classification paradigm based on machine learning techniques
can also be used in this process. The NLU module is complemented with Program
D, from the ALICE project. While the first techniques target to understand the user
input according to the agent’s topics of expertise, Program D and the related knowledge
sources allow the agent to conduct small talk in other domains (as for instance, cinema).
E - TUTOR is currently being tested in Monserrate Palace with an agent called Edgar that
answers questions about the palace. This version will be demonstrated in a laptop.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 the system architecture is presented,
in Section 3 the interaction process is described and in Section 4 we present some
conclusions and point to future work.
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System overview

E - TUTOR implements a client/server architecture with a Natural Language Processing
(NLP) server and a tridimensional game as client, as shown in Figure 1.
The NLP server integrates an Automatic Speech Recognizer and a Synthesizer. The
NLU module runs in parallel, handling textual representations of user inputs and retrieving the corresponding answers from a pre-defined utterances’ knowledge base.
Currently, E - TUTOR is setup for the European Portuguese language, although it can
also handle English and Spanish. Other languages are supported, if the appropriate modules and resources are provided.
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Fig. 1. E - TUTOR architecture.

The integrated/core NLP modules use Java as programming interface, providing
the following functionality: a) Automatic speech recognition: when user input is an
audio/speech signal, this module translates the audio bytes/samples into a sentence, with
a confidence value. An empty or low confidence recognition result triggers a default text
(currently “ REPEAT ”) to the NLU module, which results in a request for the user to
repeat what was said. We are using AUDIMUS [1] as the automatic speech recognizer;
b) Text to speech synthesis: the utterance returned by the NLU module is synthesized
with Portuguese SAMPA units. For this step we are using DIXI [2].
The NLU module is responsible for the answer selection process, also providing
a representation of emotions related to the chosen answer. This module is represented
by four main components: a) Strategies: proposes answers to the interactions received,
based on corpora matching, Support Vector Machines and/or Levenshtein, Jaccard and
Dice distances; b) Plugins: modifies or complements the chosen answers, handling
“ REPEAT ” tags (to propose questions on sequentially misunderstood interactions)
and accessing Program D for interactions not answered by the Strategies component;
c) History Tracker: handles the agent knowledge about previous interactions (kept until a default time without interactions is triggered); d) Manager: core component that
handles answers, given by the Strategies, and modifications, introduced by the Plugins.
Currently based on a confidence ratting assigned to the answers.
Finally, the client game environment is composed of one high quality tridimensional
model, designed in 3ds Max1 and ported to the Unity2 platform for manipulation and
deployment. Here, the synthesized audio is played while the corresponding phonemes
and emotion are mapped into manually defined visemes (morph target animations). The
phonemes occurrence times trigger visemes and letters, as shown in figure 2.
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Interacting with E - TUTOR

In a typical interaction, the user enters a question or say it to the microphone while
pressing a button. Then, the recognizer will transcribe it and the NLU module will
1
2

http://usa.autodesk.com/3ds-max/.
http://unity3d.com/.
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Fig. 2. Game environment with the Edgar character in a joyful state.

process it. This processing time is accompanied by a status message, after which the
answer, chosen by the NLU module, should be heard through the speakers and sequentially written in a talk bubble, according to the speech being heard. The answer
is accompanied with visemes represented by movements of the character’s mouth/lips
and, on selected answers by face movements describing a joyful, sad or suspicious
state with varying intensities, according to the emotions marked in the utterances of the
NLU knowledge base. The character has independent idle animations for head/body
and eyes in order to improve realism, since these play in loop. A demo can be tested in
https://edgar.l2f.inesc-id.pt/edgarUnity.php.
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Conclusions and Future Work

E - TUTOR is a platform for developing animated tutoring agents that involves a face, a
recognizer, a synthesizer and a NLU module, and that takes as input spoken or written
utterances and outputs its answers in text and speech forms. The agent face is animated
within a game environment and its answers are synchronized with its mouth/lips movements. A Natural Language Understanding module implements several techniques. E TUTOR can be tested in Monserrate Palace and also in the Web. Future improvements
include body movements and more discourse management techniques and domains.
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